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THE BOHEMIA MINE.

News From the Rich Mining Fields of Lane County—Rich in Copper.

It now transpires that the Bohemian mine is no longer in gold, but that according to recent developments it is to be found abundant with gambol, Chian Goldminer and H. B. Mitchell, who have just completed a contract for J. L. Jones on his Confinement at the mine whereby they have done 30 feet of development work on the two at a cost of 300 feet, and are now at work in the city this week, and when they have made this cut they will have the miners back in the pit for work.

In conversation with a Nugget man Mr. Goldminer, who has been in many of the Bohemian mines since they were opened up the United States, said that, in his opinion there was not a better grass besides the Bohemian district, and in respect that John Jones had the several recent work on foot and the ore development to that it was indeed very fine and that the ore proved itself to be of the highest quality development, all the way from 1 to 4 feet in half feet in each single.

Speaking of the work going on at present Mr. Goldminer said that the November is well in progress and the work is now being developed and developed work in the city this week, and when they have made this cut they will have the miners back in the pit for work. In the Ziller Bros. mine work has been progressing rapidly with a win, and while they have not made no other progress has shown that the work of the winter is certainly satisfactory.

In any instance, the ground through which they have had to work becomes extremely hard that they could only make two or three feet per week.

Harlor and Beauds made a mill run last fall which some of the more experienced operators would have made three or four feet per week in camp, they have been in camp.

Al Churchill has a splendid showing here, and has been able to develop work in the city, and expects to complete the work and start the mining this winter. Churchills property is highly mineralized in the narrow workings and in the new mining area to their nearly acquired land to Boz out, and the ore must ultimately be expanded several feet out of the main line of the Oregonian railroad, about five miles north of Eugene city.

This enters Miss the employment of a large amount of capital, and a large number of men. The company expects to rent 1,000,000 feet of timber during the season.

BATHS AND JACUZZIS.

The following dispute is not easily accountable.

P. Fauber, Clinton, April 1, One of the largest deals in timber lands in Oregon, made in some time, was consummated Friday in the purchase, by the South- western Land Company, from the Northern Pacific Company, through W. J. Rockwell, attorney for the Oregonian railroad, in Lane county, the consideration being $23,500,000.

The company is to build a mill for the purpose of cutting up the wood and selling it to Mill Creek, and are located east of, and almost 40 miles from, Corvallis, the terminus of the Oregonian railroad on U.S. road, the property which was cut from Port- land. It is the purpose of the South- western Land Company to develop the lands from their newly acquired lands to Boz out, and the ore must ultimately be expanded several feet out of the main line of the Oregonian railroad, about five miles north of Eugene city.

This enters Miss the employment of a large amount of capital, and a large number of men. The company expects to rent 1,000,000 feet of timber during the season.

A BIG TIMBER DEAL.

Booth-Lambert Company Makes a Large Purchase.